Te c h n o l o g y C o r n e r
Texas Wellfile Image Online Database
by Larry J. Rairden, #2924 — Houston, Texas
How often have
you needed completion details, a
directional survey,
location plat, or
other wellfile information to assemble
a prospect? Where
do you obtain such
Larry J. Rairden
information? For
the independent prospect generator,
such a task often meant a trip to the
log library, a purchase from a commercial data vendor, or a good relationship with the operator of the well
in question.
Today, much wellfile information is
readily available through various state
agencies, at no cost, via the Internet.
In Texas, for example, wellfile records
of the Railroad Commission of Texas
have been scanned and made available online. (Louisiana wellfile records
are also available online, through
SONRIS, as described by J.S.F. Phelps,
#2509, in the SIPES Technology Corner,
August 2007.)
In the following example, I am
developing a Yegua prospect in
Hardin County, Texas. Several of the
key wells to my prospect happen to be
highly deviated. I have MD logs from
these wells that are critical to my interpretation, but I do not have the directional surveys. The directional survey
information is required so that my log
correlations can be properly mapped
in depth. One of these deviated wells
is also a producing gas well. I hope to
find a plat showing the boundary of
the producing unit for my leasehold
acreage maps.
Enter the Internet. Website “rrcsearch.neubus.com” launches the profile selection window of the wellfile
image database of the Railroad
Commission of Texas (Figure 1). From
the profile pulldown menu, selecting

Figure 1. The profile selection window of rrcsearch.neubus.com.

Figure 2. Profile selection “Oil and Gas Potential” displays the wellfile search query window.
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“Oil and Gas Potential” brings up the
key field search options for wellfiles
(Figure 2). As Figure 2 shows, wellfile
records can be searched by field name,
lease name, API number, or other
indexed attributes. A wildcard function is available for certain searches;
otherwise, an exact match is necessary
to find the indexed wellfile. The wildcard function can be activated by
using an asterisk (*) as a prefix, suffix
or as both on the entered value for
‘starts with,’ ‘ends with,’ or ‘contains.’
The first key well that I am searching for is called the “Peoples Energy
Gemini Unit No. 1.” For my search, I
simply enter “Gemini*” (“Gemini” followed by the wildcard function *) in
the Lease Name field. Clicking the
Submit button results in eight matching records (Figure 3). Two of these
matches reference the field name
“Pine Island Bayou Yegua EY-1” and
relate to the subject well.
Clicking on the “WELL LOG” link
for this field name enables a scanned
image of the log to be displayed or
downloaded. In this case, it is a TVD
log. This complements the MD log for
this well that I already have, so I save
it for use in my prospect package.
Returning to the results page of “rrcsearch.neubus.com” and clicking on
the “POTENTIAL” link corresponding to this field name “Pine Island
Bayou Yegua EY-1”opens a 64-page
pdf file containing a wealth of information. This file includes all of the
forms and materials submitted to the
Texas Railroad Commission for regulatory purposes. Scrolling down in this
file, I find a plat of the well location
and unit boundary on page 26. I copy
this page into my project folder reference. Continuing to scroll down, I find
the directional survey report that I
have been searching for on pages 4244.
At this point, I key in the
MD/Inclination/Azimuth for about 10
points along the 5,000- foot deviated
portion of the wellbore. With this
directional information, my interpretation
software
(GeoGraphix

Figure 3. Results found with Lease Name matching “Gemini*” (the asterisk “*” being the
wildcard function).

Discovery) can accurately map the
wellbore path and post it in cross- section. My fault picks and formation
tops can be displayed with their correct subsea depths in their correct spatial locations.
The above procedure is repeated for
a second well, the “Blackstone
Minerals A-2,” which has an S-curve

wellbore as opposed to the build-andhold deviation of the “Peoples Energy
Gemini Unit No. 1.”
Having entered the directional surveys, my cross-section software can
now display these well log images on
their deviated well tracks. Figure 4
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shows these two wells in cross-section, surrounded by two straight-hole
wells.
The Railroad Commission of Texas
also can be searched with other profiles, including a Well Log profile and
a Permit profile. As shown in Figures 1
through 3, there is a “HELP” tab that
launches a concise summary of how
to search this database and view or
print the images found. There is also
an automated tutorial available from
the Help page.

Figure 4. Cross-section showing log images for directional wells between two straighthole wells.

If you have a Technology Corner article
you would like to submit for publication in
the SIPES Quarterly, please email it to
Larry Rairden at rairden@novageoscience.com.

AGI Information
U.S. Geoscience Salaries Continue Upward Climb
Salaries for all geoscience-related professions continue to exceed the national mean salary for all other science occupations in 2008.
Petroleum engineering salaries averaged $119,400, and salaries for geoscientists (except hydrologists and geographers) averaged $89,300.
Salaries for environmental scientists and specialists averaged $65,280, just $1,000 over the national average for other science occupations.

Source: AGI Geoscience Workforce Program, data derived from the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Occupational Employment and Wage
Estimates, 1999-2008.

Petroleum engineering salaries, along with geoscientist
salaries are strongly driven by the oil and gas industry. The
growth in atmospheric and space science salaries tracks the
increase in federal funding of atmospheric research. The
increase in geographer salaries can be traced to the increased
use of GIS technology in the private sector over the past five
years.
by Leila Gonzales, AGI

Note: Salaries were adjusted for inflation and normalized to 2008 dollars.
Source: AGI Geoscience Workforce Program, data derived from the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Occupational Employment and Wage
Estimates, 1999-2008.
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